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Radio switch actuator for shading - roller shutters FSB14

Eltako
FSB14
30014004
4010312313732 EAN/GTIN

49,95 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (USA)

Switching actuator for shading/roller shutters FSB14 radio bus system, radio bidirectional, installation type REG, width in modular units 1, with bus coupling, removable bus
module, on-site/manual operation, switching current ohmic 4A, max. switching capacity 4W, max. number of blind outputs 2, function Switching, type of current AC, switching
actuator for shading elements and roller shutters with 2 channels for two 230V motors. 2+2 NO contacts 4A/250V AC, electrically isolated from the 12V supply voltage.
Bidirectional. Standby loss only 0.1 watts. Modular installation device for mounting on DIN rail. Connection to the Eltako RS485 bus. Bus cross-wiring and power supply with
jumper. Contact switching in the zero passage to protect the contacts and motors. A motor is connected to 1, 2 and N, a second motor, if necessary, to 3, 4 and N. If both
relays of the FSB14 are switched on, 0.4 watts are required. If the supply voltage fails, the system is switched off in a defined manner. The buttons can be taught in either as
direction buttons or as universal buttons: Local control with universal button: With each pulse, the switch position changes in the sequence up, stop, down, stop. Local control
with direction button: The open switch position is specifically activated with a button impulse at the top. The DOWN switch position is specifically activated with a button pulse
below. Another key pulse in the same direction interrupts the process immediately. With a key pulse in the other direction, however, the system is stopped and switched to the
opposite direction after a pause of 500ms. Dynamic central control without priority: With a control signal from a button taught in as a central control button without priority, the
up or down switch position is specifically activated. No priority because this function can be overridden by other control signals. Dynamic central control with priority: With a
control signal of at least 2 seconds from a button taught in as a central control button with priority, the up and down switch positions are specifically activated. With priority
because these control signals cannot be overridden by other control signals until the central command is canceled again by a key pulse up or down from the central control
button. With a control signal, eg an FSM61 taught-in as a central control button with priority, the up or down switch position and the priority are specifically activated. With
priority because these control signals cannot be overridden by other control signals until the central command is canceled again by the end of the control signal. Shading scene
control: Up to 4...
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